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Abstract—In this paper, we use a network analysis approach
to represent and analyse software structure evolution and its
relation to defectiveness of subgraphs present in the software
structure. We want to define structural dependencies between
various empirical principles already confirmed about fault distributions in software systems. Main benefit is such approach is an
tool for software evolution analysis independently of development
context, programming language, underlaying platform. Our aim
is to contribute to the theory of software evolution.
THE RESEARCH TOPIC PRESENTATION

The fault distributions across system modules have been
investigated by many authors. The first systematic study was
established by [1] and was motivated by numerous earlier
studies, in particular [2] and further replicated by [3], [4].
All these studies identified the uneven distribution of software
faults over the system modules and empirically observed
existence of the Pareto principle. Studies on the analytic model
for fault distributions over the system modules have resulted
with less consistent results in terms of best fit particular
analytical distribution to empirical data of faults over the
system modules [5], [6]. As step further in aim to understand
fault behaviour we were motivated to understand structural
dependencies on fault behavior.
One fraction within the network structure analysis is identification of significant network substructures aiming to uncover
structural design principles in complex networks. Network
motifs, proposed by [7], are patterns of interconnections
(they observe just three node subgraphs that are presented
in Fig. 1) in complex networks with an occurrence that is
statistically higher than in random networks. It is identified
that motifs could be useful for characterizing universal classes
of different complex network structures in different scientific
fields such as medicine, sociology, electrical engineering. In
our previous work [8] we applied the same analysis approach
to software structure. In Fig. 2 is presented an code example
and its relation to graph structure. With this approach we
were analysing motif evolution within software structure of
Eclipse projects and confirmed previous findings that motif
is characteristic of analysed artifact, like software and not of
the development context. However, in the same analysis we
identified that subgraph occurrence have significant relation
to software maturity and that motivated us to further analyse
subgraph behaviour and its relation to its defectiveness.

We analysed two Java projects (Eclipse JDT and PDE) that
contained 25 versions in total. Structural analysis was applied
based on subgraph types that are representing primitive 3 node
communication patterns within the graph structure. We have
shown that software programs have similar behaviors in terms
of average subgraph type defectiveness and distributions of
average subgraph frequencies coming from the same population. We found that subgraph defectiveness is a good predictor
of number of defects in system version (see Fig. 3 and 4).
New insights obtained with this approach may be useful in
better fault prevention by providing software architects with
new architecture design guidelines or by providing software
quality personnel with a set of risky subgraphs so they may
better plan verification and thus be more effective in defect
detection activities. In our further work we aim to investigate
how different subgraphs influence other metrics of the software and software evolution in other development contexts.
Also, analysing software written in other languages could be
interesting.
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Fig. 1: All types of three node subgraphs

Fig. 2: Code to graph example

Fig. 4: Frequency and defects ratio over versions in PDE
project

Fig. 3: Frequency and defects ratio over versions in JDT
project

